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A major, unexpected event such as a bushfire or flood can 
significantly and dramatically alter a landscape within a 
matter of hours or even minutes and the differences between 
‘before’ and ‘after’ are obvious. However, most changes in the 
landscape happen more slowly and subtlety over an extended 
period of time and consequently often go unnoticed until - 
for one reason or another -  we become aware of  just how 
different things have become.

Looking through old photographs we can suddenly realise how 
children have grown, or just how much older we have become! 
In a similar way, comparing photos of a farm or bushland taken 
in years gone by can clearly show us otherwise undetected 
changes that have taken place over time. 

Photos can therefore be a simple but effective tool for observing 
changes to the environment. You don’t have to be an ecologist 
or botanist to know how to use a digital camera. ‘A picture is 
worth a thousand words’ and any landholder can document 
the success or otherwise of work they have undertaken on their 
property simply by taking photos in the right places at the right 
times. By using photo-monitoring points you don’t need to rely 
on your memory or take physical measurements of anything. 
Planned and targeted photos can also be used as a historical 
reference for changes over an extended period and form a 
valuable record to be passed on to the next generation of the 
family or given to new owners of the property. 

The most effective and informative method of monitoring the 
landscape using photos is to establish photo-monitoring points.

What is a photo-monitoring point?

A photo-monitoring point is a fixed location from which photos 
are regularly taken to record a particular feature that is likely to 
change in either the short, medium or long term. 

Where should i locate  
a photo-monitoring point?

The choice of where you locate a photo-monitoring point will 
obviously be determined by what it is that you want to observe. 
For example: 

 y You have decided to fence cattle out of a patch of bushland 
and want to assess the differences this will make to the 
vegetation over time. 

 y You are about to undertake rabbit control within a degraded 
area and would like to document how the surrounding 
vegetation will respond. 

 y You are planning to introduce a new grazing regime and 
want to record the impacts on groundcover.

 y You are revegetating a previously cleared area and are 
interested to observe growth rates of trees and shrubs you 
have planted.

 y You have a rare plant on your property and would like to keep 
track of the long-term increase or decline of the species.

 y You will be spraying weeds in an infested area and wish to 
study the short and long-term effectiveness of the treatment 

When selecting a photo-monitoring point make sure that the 
photos will clearly show the single feature you wish to observe. 
The feature may be at a small scale (e.g. a square metre of 
groundcover) or a large scale (e.g. a kilometre of windbreak). 

Try to anticipate changes to the feature that may make future 
photos ineffectual. For example, the growth of vegetation close 
to the camera may dominate the photo and obscure the area 
you want to observe in future. 

Wherever possible or appropriate, select a photo-monitoring 
point that is easily accessible. 



recording the location  
of the photo-monitoring point

If photo-monitoring is to be effective, it is important that either 
you or others in years to come will be able to find the exact 
location of the photo-monitoring point. 

A permanent record of a photo-monitoring point location can 
be easily made by using a GPS (if you have one). If a GPS 
record of the point is not possible, you can mark the location 
on an aerial photograph or map and also fix a permanent and 
easily-visible marker (e.g. a painted steel post) at the site. 

What information should i record  
at a photo-monitoring point? 

When the photo-monitoring point is first established and on 
each subsequent occasion that photos are taken, you should 
make a note of:

 y the location and number of the monitoring point

 y the date

 y relevant weather conditions (e.g. end of a drought, during 
unseasonably high rainfall etc.) 

 y the direction of the photo/s (e.g. facing north, south, east 
or west, across the landscape or towards the ground). This 
can also be recorded by drawing arrows on your map to 
indicate the direction of photos. 

 y a short description of the reason, relevance or significance 
of the photo (e.g. “regeneration following removal of grazing 
stock in January 2007”) 

 y detailed notes related to the feature (e.g. “right: Kangaroo 
Grass and Wallaby Grass, left: Serrated Tussock”.) 

 y the camera used and the camera settings to allow you or 
others to duplicate the photo in future. 

Keep in mind that the more information you record, the more 
easily and effectively you will be able to interpret the changes 
resulting from the management actions. In several years time, 
you don’t want to be asking yourself “Why did I take this photo?”

hoW often should i take photos? 

The frequency at which you will need to take photos will  
be determined by the management action you have 
implemented and the feature you wish to record. Some 
changes will be observable in the short-term, others in the 
long-term. For example:

short term: ‘before’ and ‘after’ of spraying weeds. 

medium term: every six to twelve months where the 
landscape or features are changing rapidly e.g. revegetation 
projects, recovery after a fire, etc.

long term: every few years where the landscape or 
features are changing more slowly or less obviously e.g. after 
permanently removing stock from a remnant of bush, the 
spread of a specific species of plant, etc.

types of photo-points

spot photos are used when recording groundcover e.g. in 
pasture, grassland or bush. These are taken from head height 
looking downwards almost vertically onto a square metre of 
ground. It may be useful to make up a simple one square metre 
frame for this purpose e.g. using electrical conduit with 90o 
elbows. Spot photos provide a detailed record of groundcover, 
organic matter, plant species, soil etc. for a standard sized 
area. Make sure to keep your feet out of the photo!

elevated (or ‘Trayback’) photos are taken from the back of 
a ute tray or anything else that will provide similar elevation 
e.g. a stepladder. Photos taken from a height of approximately 
3m will be useful to record shrubby bushland, sites with 
tall groundcover etc. Elevated photo-points will require two 
permanent and easily-visible steel posts. One post is situated 
at the centre of the area to be photographed (the ‘sighter’ post) 
and the other located 10m away – preferably to the north. The 
stepladder or vehicle trayback is positioned at this second 
post, the person with the camera then aims the viewfinder at 
the base of the ‘sighter’ post.

landscape photos record changes over a broad area. 
Landscape photos should include a fixed landmark feature - 
such as a specific tree, fence post, rocky outcrop, mountain 
range etc. – with which future photos can be aligned. 
Alternatively a ‘sighter’ post may be useful for this purpose.
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hoW to take better photos  
at monitoring points

Taking a few good quality photos that will clearly reveal  
a particular feature or landscape at a carefully chosen location 
is preferable to many randomly taken shots.

At some locations, especially in bushland, photos taken  
on sunny days result in many shadows that will obscure  
the features you want record. Bright, cloudy days are usually  
best for photos.

When returning to a photo-monitoring point, having copies  
of photos taken previously will help you align the new  
photos accurately.

Using a wide-angle or telephoto lens will alter the perspective 
of the photo and may also make it difficult to reproduce.

spot photos

Monitoring changes to groundcover following the removal of 
grazing stock by using a simple one square metre ‘quadrat’. 
Note flagged peg for future reference.

elevated photos

Recording changes within regenerating bushland using a 
stepladder rather than the trayback of a ute as the area is not 
accessible by vehicles. Photos are taken from a permanent 
post located 10m north of the ‘sighter’ post. 
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landscape

A series of landscape photos recording changes following 
treatment and revegetation of a saline-effected area over a period 
of eight years. The ‘fixed land mark’ is the central tree stump.
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